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A product which is ideal to remove 
any residues of insects from the body, 
windshield, bumpers and alloy wheel 
rims. Thanks to its special formula 
it doesn’t alter the conditioned parts 
and it doesn’t leave any haze and 
residues.

SUMMER
Degreaser for wheel rims

A car shampoo indicated for manual 
cleaning. It’s safe and delicate on 
every kind of paint and is effective 
against smog and greasy soils. Its 
surfactant content is highly foaming 
and produces a strong foam which 
dissolves dirt and promotes complete 
cleaning.

WASH PH L / M
Car shampo

A scented liquid detergent that is 
particularly effective against heavy 
soils and removes stains from trucks, 
cars, buses, tarps, alloy wheel rims 
and external surfaces. This product 
is rinsed with ease and doesn’t leave 
any residues .

H 98 MIX 2
Scented alkaline foaming det.

A potent foaming detergent for all car 
surfaces both internal and external. 
It has superb detergency with great 
substrate compatibility. It quickly 
removes insects residues, grease, oil 
and petrol.

STRONG STAR
Alkaline foaming detergent

A potent foaming detergent suitable 
for generating foam in automatic 
and manual automotive washing 
facilities.  In these facilities it is used 
as an additive to manually reclean the 
most soiled parts(car doors, fenders) 
before sending the vehicle into the car 
wash tunnel. Its neutral pH doesn’t 
attack any kind of paint even during 
hot seasons.

SPUMA
Neutral foaming detergent

A hydrophobic cationic polymeric wax 
which works even with hard waters 
or with recycled water. It is effective 
against white residues and haze 
on the car body. It dries the car by 
breaking the veil of water cast by the 
final rinse. It leaves a protective film 
on the car body which restores its 
original brilliance.

WAX MAGIC
Self drying wax

A glucose based shine which, thanks 
to its sugary content, is adsorbed by 
the tire, leaving a long lasting shine 
on the tire.

NERO GOMME
Tire shine

A product with a high concentration 
of particular chemicals that build-up 
a persistent foam and also leave 
shiny surfaces. Furthermore, it casts 
an antistatic film which shields the 
surface from environmental agents 
and prevents the redeposition of dirt.

WAX WASH
Car shampoo with shining wax

A hydrophobic cationic microemulsion 
which guarantees brilliance to the car 
body and quick drying. It dries the car 
by breaking the veil of water cast by 
the final rinse. It leaves a protective 
film on the car body which restores its 
original brilliance.

WAX LR EXTRA
Self drying wax for car wash
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A detergent effective even against 
the hardest to clean of soils. It’s 
specifically designed to clean trucks, 
cars, buses, tarps, alloy wheel rims 
and external surfaces of every vehicle. 
It easily dissolves and removes oils, 
grease, carbonized residues, dust 
and smog. It also leaves a protective 
film on the treated surfaces, blocking 
further soiling of the surface. It leaves 
shiny and bright surfaces.

HV 2000
Biphasic Alkaline degreaser

A detergent effective even against 
hard to clean soils. It’s specifically 
designed to clean trucks, cars, buses, 
tarps, alloy wheel rims and external 
surfaces of every vehicle. It easily 
dissolves and removes oils, grease, 
carbonized residues, dust and smog.

H 98 STRONG
Degreasing detergent

A scented detergent able to degrease 
trucks, cars, buses, tarps, alloy 
wheel rims and external surfaces of 
every vehicle. It easily dissolves and 
removes oils, grease, carbonized 
residues, dust and smog. It also 
leaves a protective film on the treated 
surfaces, blocking further soiling of 
the surface. It leaves shiny and bright 
surfaces.

H 98 FRESH
Scented degreasing detergent10 11 12
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A highly concentrated descaling 
detergent which also polishes 
surfaces. It’s ideal for cleaning 
the externals of containers, train 
wagons(especially after long stays on 
railway enviroments), trucks, tractor 
trailers, tanker trucks, stainless steel 
tanks, aluminum sideboards, chassis, 
alloy wheel rim and generally metal 
surfaces.

CK 99
Polishing descaling detergent

A water based engine cleaner that 
removes heavy duty soils. It doesn’t 
damage metal, paint and plastic parts.

MOTORCLEAN H
Water engine cleaner

A product which formula shines and 
polishes plastic bumpers of cars, 
trucks, RVs, buses. It doesn’t stain 
with grease and resists multiple 
washes and is long lasting.

SPOILER
Shine for bumpers

A product designed to not freeze 
down to -30°C and to clean most 
dirts (grease, dust and smog). This 
detergent is essential in keeping clean 
windshields when temperatures drop 
below zero.

GUIZZO GLACIAL
Windshield det. with antifreeze

An acid descaling product which 
removes hard water scale and cement 
from concrete mixers, barnacles from 
wooden or metal ship hulls, heating 
coils, dishwashing machines, etc.

CHEMICAL
Acid descaler 18

Our perfume line consists of essential 
oil based perfumes with powerful 
deodorant properties that completely 
neutralize the source of bad smells. 
They ensure a persistent pleasurable 
effect that lasts for several days. 
These liquid deodorants have a 
pleasant fragrance that eliminates 
the smell of tobacco smoke, waste, 
drains, molds, etc.  They are intended 
to be used with the automatic diffuser 
which can has a dedicated charger or 
a set of batteries.

PERFUME LINE
Air fresheners
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A product specifically designed to 
shine and protect surfaces made 
of synthetic materials, plastic and 
leather. It’s great for car dashboards 
and bumpers. It’s hydro repellent 
properties protect metal from moist 
and environmental agents. It doesn’t 
leave any haze.

GRAZER L / LP / LMV
Car dashboard shine1

This product has a lubricating action. 
The evaporation of its solvents 
promotes absorption on metal, 
facilitating the penetration of the 
product on the conditioned parts. This 
product is suited to lubricate parts 
which undergo strong mechanical 
stress, pressure or impacts such as: 
hinges and joints, gears, drive chains, 
sliding tracks, etc. It also has a great 
anticorrosive function.

GRAZER SPRAY
Car dashboard shine2 3

This product has been specifically 
formulated for small environments 
both domestic and industrial.
It neutralizes bad odors caused by 
microorganisms and foul-smelling 
organic substances. It eliminates bad 
odors caused by tobacco smoke and 
pets. It freshens spaces. It is ideal to 
quickly and thoroughly sanitize the 
interiors of cars, buses, trucks, RVs, 
offices, hotel rooms, gyms, locker 
rooms, etc.

AIRSANY CAR
Single use sanitizer4

A scented concentrated detergent 
capable of dissolving all kinds of 
dirt. This product is non flammable 
and is safe to use on every kind of 
metal, plastics, vinyl, leather and all 
washable surfaces.

DIVET
Multipurpose degreasing det.5 6

Liquid shampoo with suspensive 
action specifically designed for swift 
and perfect cleaning of rugs, carpet 
floors and upholstery fabric. It can 
be used by hand or with a carpet 
cleaning machine.

MOCAP L
Scented detergent for carpets7

A dry shampoo with suspensive 
action specifically designed for swift 
and impeccable cleaning of carpets, 
carpet floors, upholstery fabric. This 
product is intended to be used with a 
dry foam carpet cleaning machine.

MOCAP L FOAM
Scented dry foam carpet cleaner8

Thanks to a new generation formula, 
this product has a dual action. It is 
an excellent deodorant/sanitizer and 
also is a formidable acaricide and 
bactericide.

DEO SANIFY F / L
Sanitizer deodorant9

Due to its innovative formulation, this 
product, generates a compact foam 
with enhanced detergency and casts 
a hydro repellant film with delays the 
next cleaning operation.

TERGLASS
Hydro repellent detergent
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Our perfume line consists of essential 
oil based perfumes with powerful 
deodorant properties that completely 
neutralize the source of bad smells. 
They ensure a persistent pleasurable 
effect that lasts for several days. 
These liquid deodorants have a 
pleasant fragrance that eliminates 
the smell of tobacco smoke, waste, 
drains, molds, etc.  They are intended 
to be used with the automatic diffuser 
which can has a dedicated charger or 
a set of batteries.
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PERFUME LINE
Air fresheners
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A water based engine cleaner that 
removes heavy duty soils. It doesn’t 
damage metal, paint and plastic parts.

MOTORCLEAN H
Water engine cleaner

MOTORCLEAN K is a liquid degreaser 
which dissolves grease and sludge. 
It’s particularly indicated to clean 
disassembled mechanical parts up for 
inspection.

MOTORCLEAN K
Degreaser

A heavy duty detergent for heavy 
car workshop grease, ink streaks 
caused by mechanical parts from 
earth-moving machinery, aluminum 
and other metals. This product easily 
dissolves in water and doesn’t leave 
any films or residues on the cleaned 
parts. It’s excellent in high pressure 
washing machines, rotating basket 
machines.

DA 8456
Degreaser for high temp tanks1 2 3
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A detergent specifically designed to 
remove waxes, specifically protective 
copolymers adsorbed on factory new 
vehicles, heavy vehicles, agricultural 
machinery, trailers, recreational 
crafts. It contains inihibitors that won’t 
damage paint and plastic parts.

DEVAX E
Polymer wax remover

Demineralized water is ideal for car 
wet-cell batteries, radiator tanks, 
liquid cooling systems with antifreeze 
and windshield washing. This product 
prevent the formation of hard-water 
scale and encrustations.

DEMINERALIZED 
WATER

A natural degreasing solvent for 
industrial applications, able to 
dissolve soils without damaging any 
surfaces. It’s effective on glues.

ECORANGE
Natural degreasing solvent

Tin can 5L 20L

This permanent fluid is based on 
inhibited ethylene glycol which 
guarantees excellent protection of 
hydraulic systems from freezing and 
corrosion.

DETERFLU PURO
Permanent fluid for radiators

Tin can 5L 20L

A product which formula shines and 
polishes plastic bumpers of cars, 
trucks, RVs, buses. It doesn’t stain 
with grease and resists multiple 
washes and is long lasting.

SPOILER
Shine for bumpers
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HEART ITALIANA S.R.L.
Z.I. La Martella · via G. Agnelli · Matera
heartitaliana.it · info@heartitaliana.it
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